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Commercial emo’s heyday, circa 2005, is far enough in the rearview that it
can be considered an “era.” The members of Australia’s 5 Seconds Of
Summer are all between 19 and 21, old enough to be nostalgic for this
period in musical history. Their second album, Sounds Good Feels Good,
showcases a band fluent in the language of emo, though often misguided
on what exactly makes it work.

Anyone who came of age in the mid-’00s will find the musical signifiers
familiar. The guitars are punchy and bone-dry. Lead vocalist Luke
Hemmings often sings through a tinny filter, and he overpronounces words
with relish. Some of the songs here even resemble older emo hits, with
“She’s Kinda Hot” employing a similar blues structure to My Chemical
Romance’s “Teenagers” and “Jet Black Heart” churning along just like
“Sugar We’re Goin’ Down” did back in the day.

But 5SOS, as they’re endearingly referred to by their fans, skimps on a crucial part of emo: actual emotion. There
isn’t much real sadness, anger or drama here. Instead, there are rote edgy-isms, like the girl wearing “black jeans,
white tee, black Converse” on “Money” or the song about using safety pins to mend a broken heart. They declare
themselves “kings and queens of the new broken scene,” a hashtag as soulless as Halsey’s “New Americana.”
Without exploring the real-life emotions that lead people to sing ridiculous shit like “only you can cure my sickness,”
5SOS’s emo aesthetic seems purely ornamental.

Luckily, 5SOS has other strengths. Like their benefactors and tourmates, One Direction, 5SOS proudly pillages the
past. “Hey Everybody” rips its verse from Duran Duran’s “Hungry Like The Wolf,” whose sugary melody turns out to
be the perfect fit for Hemmings’ voice. Opener “Money” is only two-and-a-half minutes long, proving they know how to
write a utilitarian Beatles-style pop tune. And “San Francisco” features a pretty damn good approximation of Wall of
Sound production – until a chiming U2 guitar inexplicably takes over.

5SOS may have old-school songcraft up its sleeve, but this clearly hasn’t carried through to the art of crafting an
album. There are little hints that Sounds Good should be enjoyed as a full album – the gorgeous interlude at the end
of “Waste The Night,” the choral coda “Carry On,” the “studio dialogue” on “Money” and “Invisible.” But at an
interminable 53 minutes, Sounds Good is the sort of album designed to launch individual hits, not be listened to as a
whole.

Though there are some fine songs and strong hooks here, Sounds Good Feels Good doesn’t make a case for any
one particular strength elevating 5SOS above either their contemporary pop peers or their influences. Yes, 5SOS
nails the emo sound. But their allegiance to the genre feels strictly aesthetic, and it’s worth wondering why anyone
should listen to this band over its forebears.
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